ISIS has issued a direct threat to the United States. They warned that an attack on our
nation's capital is imminent:
"As we struck France in the center of its abode in Paris, then we swear that we will
strike America at its center in Washington."
The fact is, ISIS is now a formidable world terror threat that started as a direct result of
the failed policies of Barack Obama. Everyone that has a Twitter account must say what
even FOX News is hesitant to say:
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton created ISIS -- the Islamic State is a direct
result of the Obama / Clinton failed Middle East policies that undermined less
radical governments, created a power vacuum in Iraq and Syria, empowered
radical Islamic groups, and even armed our enemies!
Let's sets the record straight on how the policies of America's narcissistic arrogant
"Radical-in-Chief" supported by Clinton and a democratic Congress created ISIS as well
as the hideous deal with Iran and unleashed a new Islamic reign of terror on our world.
Obama's gutless failed policies are directly responsible for the tens of thousands that
have been slaughtered and hundreds of thousands of refugees
What just happened in Paris is just the tip of the iceberg -- our world now stands on the
cusp of a potentially catastrophic collision between the forces of good and evil. Francois
Hollande declared, France is now at WAR with ISIS and within hours begin bombing the
ISIS facilities that Obama's failed policies restrained our military from bombing.
Leadership is a combination of courage, competence, strategy and character. With his
more decisive leadership President Francois Hollande, like British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill and several of America's past presidents may unleash the overwhelming force
that is required to defeat ISIS and any other Islamic terrorist reign of terror on the
world.
Vive la France. The America People an the world is with you.
Most Americans are unaware of what's really happening in the Middle East.
"The Obama Doctrine" has intentionally and systematically radicalized country after
country in this region and put not only Israel but every country in the West at the center
of this geopolitical storm.
Now Obama, Clinton and the Democratic Congress want us to accept tens of thousands
of refugees that Obama's failed policies have created. Surely the refugees will be
infiltrated by terrorists.
Obama, Clinton, and the Democratic Congress are knowingly, recklessly and arrogantly
risking the lives of American people. What are you going to do about it?
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